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Introduction

This paper investigates and attempts to identify the sources of real exchangerate fluctuations since the collapse of the Bretton woods system. of fixed
exchange rates in the early 1970s. In an influential paper, Mussa (1986)
argued that sluggish price adjustment must play a central role in explaining
the short-run movements in real and nominal exchange rates.
He based
this concfusion on the indisputable fact tha.t the volatility of real exchange
rates since the collapse of Bretton Woods has closely tracked the volatility
of nominal exchange rates, and that the variance of real exchange rates since
the collapse of fixed exchange rates has been 8 to 80 times higher than during
Bretton Woods.
Stockman (1987) pointed out that, according to the ~uilibrium
approach
to exchange rates developed in his and other papers, the behavior of real
exchange rates since the collapse of Bretton Woods could reflect not the importance of sluggish price-level adjustment but rather the influence of real
shocks with large permanent components. The empirical findings that, since
the collapse of Bretton Woods, real exchange rates appear to possess a unit
root and that most of the variance of changes in real exchange rates is attributed to permanent shocks (Huizinga (1987)), and that little of the variance of real exchange-rate
changes can be accounted for by real interest-rate
differentials (Campbell and Clarida (1987), Meese and Rogoff (1988)) have,
taken together, tended to cast doubt on the relevance of the basic “sticky
price” open macro model (Dornbusch (1976)) for explaining real exchange
rates. Meese and Rogoff (1988) conclude (p. 940):
Our evidence provides no support whatsoever for the view that a
model [that emphasizes the interaction of sticky prices and monetary disturbances]
can explain the major swings in the real exchange rate. The strongest prediction of those models - that real
interest differentials will be highly correlated with real exchangerate movements - simply does not appear in the data.
Any model of the real exchange rate that incorporates monetary neutrality in the long run implies that the level of the real exchange rate, at least
2

in the long run, is invariant to shocks in money supply and the demand for
real money balances. It follows that, if money is to have an influence on real
exchange rates, the influence must be felt in the short run. Empirically, this
means that an upper bound on the contribution of monetary shocks to the
variance of real exchange-rate
changes is given by the variance of the change
in the transitory component in real exchange rates. This is an upper bound
because real shocks can also have transitory effects on the real exchange rate.
In the next section of this paper, we revisit the real interest rate - real
exchange rate connection. We show how the approach introduced by Campbell and Clarida (1987) and Meese and Rogoff (1988) and studied recently by
Baxter (1994) can be generalized to allow for a much wider class of stochastic
processes for the real interest differential than is required by these previous
papers. Notwithstanding
this generalization,
we find, as did Campbell and
Clarida (1987) and Meese and Rogoff (1988) that the transitory component
in dollar real exchange rates implied by the time series on real interest differentials accounts for only a trivial fraction of the variance in the log change
in real exchange rates.
In the paper’s third section we estimate the transitory component in real
exchange rates using a multivariate version of the Beveridge-Nelson
(1981)
decomposition.
In addition to lagged real exchange-rate
changes, the VAR
information set used to forecast future real exchange-rate
changes includes
lagged inflation differentials and lagged changes in U.S. output relative to
foreign output. We include lagged inflation differentials in the VAR because,
as demonstrated
by Cumby and Huizinga (1990), lagged inflation helps to
forecast subsequent changes in bilateral real exchange rates. Lagged inflation
differentials are also likely to be correlated with nominal shocks in the United
States relative to the foreign country under study. We include lagged log
changes in the ratio of U.S. to foreign output because the evidence of a unit
root in real exchange rates suggests that real shocks - to supply as well
as to demand for national outputs such as fiscal shocks (Meltzer (1993))
- must play a role in understanding
the behavior of real exchange rates
since 1973. While the Beveridge-Nelson
decompositions
based upon these
trivariate VARs are not structural, we investigate and estimate later in the
paper a structural

open macro model that employs these very VARs.

We find, as did Cumby and Huizinga (1990) who computed BeveridgeNelson decompositions
using a smaller system that included only the lagged
inflation differentials, that there is a substantial transitory component in the
dollar-DM and dollar-yen real exchange rates. In particular, we show that
the variance of the change in the Beveridge-Nelson
transitory component is
70 percent of the variance of the change in the dollar-DM real exchange rate,
and 59 percent of the variance of the change in the dollar-yen real exchange
rate.
We also show that lagged inflation differentials Granger cause real
3

exchange-rate
changes in these two countries.
We contrast the transitory
component in real exchange rates recovered from a univariate BeveridgeNelson decomposition
with the component recovered from our multivariate
system.
In Section four of the paper, we present a three-equation
open macro
model that can be used to interpret the trivariate VARs estimated in section three of the paper. This model, which is a stochastic version of the
two country, rational expectations
open-macro model developed by Obstfeld (1985), exhibits the standard Mundell-Fleming-Dornbusch
results in the
“short run” when prices adjust sluggishly to money, supply, and demand
shocks, but it also embodies the “longer-run” properties that characterize
macroeconomic
equilibrium in the open economy once prices adjust fully to
all shocks. Throughout this paper, we shall refer interchangeably
to “nominal” shocks and “monetary” shocks. Our theoretical model, and our empirical strategy, allows for shocks to relative national money supplies and
relative national demands for real money balances. The combined impact of
these disturbances
is identified as a monetary, or nominal, shock by our approach. We employ the long-run properties of this model - properties that
are shared with many other open macro models including the cash-in-advance
models developed by Lucas (1982) and others - to obtain restrictions that
can be used to identify three structural shocks that drive the system: shocks
to “money,” shocks to “demand,” and shocks to “supply.” Identification
is
achieved using the approach pioneered by Blanchard and Quah (1989). An
important
advantage of the Blanchard-Quah
approach to identification
is
that we do not have to take a stand on the dynamics or the contemporaneous exclusion of any structural shock from any particular equation. Rather,
we use only the longer-run restrictions
implied by our model - and many
other open macro models - to identify the structural dynamics from the
data.
Section five presents the paper’s key empirical results. For two of the four
countries we investigate, Japan and Germany, our structural VAR estimates
imply that nominal shocks explain a substantial amount of the variance in
dollar-DM and dollar-yen real exchange rates.
In particular,
we find that
more than 41 percent of the unconditional
variance of the change in the
dollar-DM real exchange rate and more than 35 percent of the variance of
the change in the dollar-yen real exchange rate are attributed
to nominal
shocks. For the other two countries in our study, Britain and Canada, there
is much less evidence that nominal shocks are important for real exchangerate fluctuations.
We also devote extensive efforts to determine whether
or not the money, demand, and supply shocks our empirical models recover
“look like” such shocks are supposed to look. We do this by decomposing the
“real time” history of each real exchange rate into the history of the implied
4

monetary, demand, and supply influences that, according to our estimates,
generated the realized path of the real exchange rate.
We also generate
impulse response functions to the three structural shocks and compare those
responses

with those implied by our version of the Mundell-Fleming
model
in section four. One contribution of this paper is to demonstrate

presented
that in all four countries, the short-run dynamic responses of relative national
outputs, prices, and the real exchange rate to money and demand shocks are
consistent with the predictions of a stochastic, rational expectations
version
of the textbook Mundell-Fleming
model.
Section six of the paper compares our findings with those reported recently in the literature and provides concluding remarks.
2

Real interest
change rates

rates and the transitory

component

in real ex-

Over the past decade, a number of papers have exploited the relationship
between real interest differentials and real exchange rates implied by interest parity to make inferences about the transitory component embedded
in real exchange rates (Frankel (1979; 1985), Loopesko and Shafer (1983),
Sachs (1985), Campbell and Clarida (1987), Meese and Rogoff (1988), Baxter (1994), and Edison and Pa& (1993)). Letting frt denote the short-term
ex ante real interest differential in favor of the home country:
rrt =
uncovered

interest

it”-

.f
Etn,h+, - (tt - a!&~~+~
* );

parity implies:
rrt = EtAqt+l;

(2)

where qt = St + pi - pf is the log of the real exchange rate and Et is the
conditional expectations
operator.
Equation (2) can be solved forward to
obtain:
j=o3
” = -Et c rr,+;;
Qt
(3)
j=o
where q[’ is the difference between the current level of qt, the real exchange
rate, and & = limj-+, Etqt+j, the expected long-run level of the real exchange
rate;
” = qt - limj,,Ettqt+j.
91
(4)
Thus when q:’ is nega.tive and the dollar is transitorily overvalued relative to
the level of long-run real exchange rate, the magnitude of this overvaluation
is given by the sum of ex ante real interest differentials in favor of the dollar. The expected sum of ex ante real interest differentials is unobservable.
However, letting
rt+l

= ($ - rt”,,> - CC - d+,)
5

denote the ex post real interest-rate
differential and using the fact that rrt =
Etrt+r, we can use the law of iterated expectations
to express qz’ in terms of
ex post real differentials:
j=Cl2
7.7. =

Qt

1

-Et

(5)

rt+.i.

3=1
Projecting

both sides of (5) on an information

E(d’ I xt) = -E(

c

j=l

rt+j

set zt we obtain:

/

q).

(6)

The right-hand side of (6) can be obtained by summing the forecasts derived
from an estimated VAR model for xt that includes the ex post real interestrate differential.
According to (6), th e estimate each period of the sum of
real interest differentials derived in this fashion is, in population, equal to the
projection of the transitory component of the real exchange rate q;’ on the
information set xt tha,t would be obtained under interest parity if qr’ were
in fact observable.
We estima.te E(ql’ ( xt), the transitory divergence between the real exchange rate and the expected long-run real exchange rate implied by interest
parity, using a bivariate VAR in [Aq,, rt] to forecast each period the sum of
real interest differentials.
We use nonoverlapping data on 3-month ex post
real interest differentials and the 3-month log difference in the real exchange
rate for Germany, Japan, Canada, and Britain over the floating exchange
rate period 1973:3 ~ 1992:l.
Since the interest-rate
data for Japan begin
in 1975:3, our estimates of q:’ for Japan cover the period 1975:3 - 1992:l.
Both real interest differentials and the change in the real exchange rate are
constructed using CPI indexes of national price levels. Each VAR contains
a constant and 4 lags of Aq and r.
Charts 1 through 4 present the results of this exercise. The center panel
of each chart depicts the time path of -qr’ implied by the interest parity
relationship
(6) and the estimated bivariate VAR. The top panel in each
chart presents, using a solid line, the actual time path of the level of the
real exchange rate qt and presents, using a broken line, the time path of the
estimated long-run real exchange rate that is defined by (4) and that can be
recovered using the estimates of E(qr’ 1 zt).
Chart 1 presents the results for Germany. As can be seen from the top
panel of Chart 1, the floating rate years have been marked by three periods
of substantial sustained swings in the real value of the dollar relative to the
DM. In the first period, 1977 through 1979, the dollar depreciated by 20
percent in real terms against the DM in tandem with an acceleration in U.S.
inflation and a loss in confidence in U.S. monetary policy. In the second
6
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period,

1980 through

1984, the real value of the dollar appreciated

by more

than 50 percent against ,the DM. This appreciation occurred in conjunction
with a shift to a disinflationary
U.S. monetary policy and change in the U.S.
fiscal stance that resulted in a pronounced widening in the U.S. budget deficit
and a decline in national saving. In the third period, 1985 through 1987, the
dollar depreciated

by 40 percent in real terms against

the DM.

The center panel of Chart 1 presents the estimates of -qz’, the transitory
over- or under-valuation
of the dollar relative to its long-run level implied by
the time series properties of ex post real interest differentials and interest-rate
parity. The estimates of -ql’ implied by real interest differentials suggest a
modest degree of overshooting in the dollar-DM real exchange rate in each
of these three episodes.
In particular, throughout the 1977 - 1979 period
in which the dollar depreciated by 20 percent against the DM in real terms,
expected future real interest differentia.ls implied a 2 to 3 percent undervaluation of the real dollar-DM exchange rate - and thus the expectation
of a 2 to 3 percent appreciation of the dollar. Of course, that expectation
was more than realized between 1980 and 1984 as the real value of the dollar
appreciated by 50 percent or more against the DM. We note that consistently
throughout
1982, 1983, and 1984, the time series of expected future real
interest differentials implied tha.t the dollar was overvalued by 3 to 5 percent
relative to the DM in real terms during this appreciation and thus, that the
dollar was expected ultimately to depreciate and “give back” 3 to 5 percent
of the huge real appreciation
of the early 1980s.
Again, this expectation
was more than realized between 1985 and 1987 when the real value of the
dollar against the DM did in fa.ct depreciate, but by 40 percent. As during
the 1977-1979
real depreciation,
expected future real interest differentials
implied a 3 to 4 percent under-valuation of the real dollar-DM exchange rate
throughout 1986 and 1987, suggesting some modest amount of overshooting
in the real dollar-Dhl

exchange

rate in the years following the Plaza Accord.

Chart 2 presents the results for Japan.
As with Germany, we observe
in retrospect three periods of substantial, sustained swings in the real value
of the dollar relative to the yen: a two-year period, 1977 through 1978, of
sustained dollar depreciation,
followed by a six-year period, 1979 through
1984, in which the real dollar-yen exchange rate appreciated by 50 percent,
followed by a three-year interval in which the exchange rate depreciated by
50 percent against the yen in real terms. The estimates of -qr
presented in
the center panel of Chart 2 provide a modest indication of overshooting in
the 1977-1978
and 198551987 periods of dollar-yen real depreciation,
with
the dollar estimated t,o be about 1 to 2 percent undervalued in 1977-1978
and 1985-1987.
There is somewhat more evidence of overshooting during
the years 1981-1984
in which the dollar was estimated to be 2 to 3 percent
overvalued.
11

Chart 3 presents the U.K. results. Again, three intervals of substantial
sustained swings in the real value of the dollar relative to sterling are evident
in the data. However, the estimates of -q[’ presented in the center panei of
Chart 3 provide little indication of overshooting in the 1977-1979
period of
dollar-sterling
real depreciation or in the 1980-1984
period of dollar-sterling
real appreciation.
However, the estimates suggest that the dollar did overshoot by some 3 to 4 percent in 1986 and 1987.
Chart 4 presents the results for Canada. In contrast with the other three
countries, the dollar actually appreciated against the Canadian dollar in real
terms during 1977-1979,
and continued this appreciation throughout most
of period 1980-1985.
Consistently, the time series of forecasted real interest
differentials indicates that the dollar was overvalued during this appreciation
and was expected to depreciate in real terms by some 2 or 3 percent.
Beginning in 1986, the dollar did in fact begin a sustained real depreciation,
overshooting t,he long-run real exchange rate by some 3 percent.
The top panel of Table 1 reports the ratio of the sample variance of Aqi’
to the sample varia.nce of Aq, for each of the four real exchange rates relative
to the dollar. These results confirm the impression conveyed by Charts 1 to
4: little of the varia.nce of real exchange-rate changes can be accounted for by
changes in the expected sum of future real interest differentials.
These findings generalize, but support, the conclusions of Campbell and Clarida (1987)
and Meese and Rogoff (1988) w h o assumed that the expected sum of future
real interest differentials is proportional to the current ex ante real interest
differential qc’ = (wt. The center panel of Table 1 reports Granger causality
tests for the bivariate VARs containing 4 lags of [AqtrTt] that are used to
estimate qt”, the transitory component in each real exchange rate relative
to the dollar. As can be seen in the table, ex post real interest differentials
are forecastable.
For all four countries, lagged ex post real interest differentials help to forecast future real differentials, and in two countries lagged
changes in real exchange rates Granger-cause
real interest differentials.
By
contrast, Table 1 shows that changes in real exchange rates are substantially
less forecastable
conditional on this information set containing lagged real
exchange-rate
cha.nges and lagged real interest differentials.
Moreover, in no
country do lagged real interest differentials Gra.nger-cause subsequent real
exchange-rate
changes.
According t,o interest pa.rity Etrt+l = EtAqtcl.
Projecting both sides on
the VAR information set ;7‘1= [Aq,, . . . , Aqt-3, rt, . . . , ~~-31 we see that:
E(rt+l

I Q) = EC&t+1

I a).

(7)

Thus, the interest parity hypothesis that is used to estimate ql’ implies a
set of cross-equat,ions on the VAR, namely, that coefficients in each VAR
projection
equation be identical.
The results obtained from testing these
12

Table 1:
Transitory-Actual
Variance Ratios

~4Aq;‘)l~dAat)
Country
Germany

Bivariate System
0.05
0.03
0.10
0.23

Japan
Britain
Canada

Pqt, rt]VARs
Germany
Equation

R2

Aq
r

0.06
0.26

Exclude
Aq
r
0.21 0.27
0.03 0.01

Japan
Exclude
R2
Aq
r
0.00 0.49 0.41
0.28 0.17 0.01

Exclude
Aq
r
0.44 0.63
0.04 0.05

Britain
Exclude
R2
Aq
0.13 0.01 0.17
0.10 0.27 0.07

Canada
Equation
Aq
r

R2
0.06
0.15

Tests of Cross-Equation

Restrictions

Significance

Germany

x2(3)
19.43

Japan
Britain
Canada

10.53
21.43
18.09

0.23
0.01
0.02

0.02

The sample is 1974:3 - 1992:l except Japan which is 1976:3 - 1992:l. R2 is
adjusted for degrees of freedom. “Exclude” reports the significance level for
an F-test that a variable can be excluded from an equation of the VAR. The
cross-equation restrictions are those defined by equation (7) in the text.
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restrictions
for each country are presented in the lower panel of Table 1.
As can be seen from the table, in three of the four cases, these restrictions
on the VAR forecasting equation can be soundly rejected at the 2-percent
significance level. These restrictions
cannot be rejected for the dollar-yen
system, but this appears to be due to the fact that the real dollar-yen exchange rate is unforecastable
in this bivariate system so that imposing the
interest parity restrictions does not lead to a substantial deterioration of the
log likelihood.
Of course, there are scores of papers employing alternative,
perhaps more powerful tests that have investigated and rejected the uncovered interest parity hypothesis (see Hodrick (1987) for a survey). The point
we wish to make here is simply that the interest parity restrictions that are
relevant for estimating the transitory component in real exchange rates from
observations on real interest differentials are apparently also violated in the
data.
To get a sense of the magnitude of the divergence between E(qZ’ 1 xt)
Aqt+j 1 x1), we plot in the bottom panel of Charts 1 - 4 the
and E(C+l,m
latter series based upon the estimated bivariate VAR for each country. To
interpret these plots, we note that if interest parity held - or if we imposed
the interest parity cross-equation restrictions when forecasting real exchangerate changes and real interest differentials from the VARs - the line that plots
-E(q;’
1Q) in th e center panel and the line that plots -E(Cj=r,,
Aqt+j 1xt)
in the lower panel of each chart would coincide exactly. As is evident, this
is far from the case. We conclude that, from the perspective of recovering
estimates of the transitory component in real exchange rates, the departures
from interest parity are substantial enough to warrant the consideration
of
alternative approaches.

3

Multivariate

Beveridge-Nelson

decompositions

While the results obtained by using forecasts of real interest rates to make inferences about the behavior of the transitory component in the real exchange
rate are suggest,ive of a modest, persistent degree of divergence between current and long-run real exchange rates, the dominant impression one derives
from Charts l-4 is the extent to which the time path of the long-run real
exchange rate mimics the time path of the actual real exchange rate. Over
the past 20 years of floating exchange rates relative to the dollar, a number of
authors (Roll (1979); Grilli-Kaminski
(1991); Edison and Pauls (1993)) have
presented empirical evidence that indicates that real exchange rates relative
to the dollar posses a unit root. That is, real exchange rates are integrated
of order 1, I(l), and are driven by permanent shocks.
A popular and intuitive way to decompose an 1(l) time series into a permanent and a transitory component is due to Beveridge and Nelson (1981).
14

A Beveridge - Nelson decomposition of the real exchange rate qt implies that
the transitory departure of the real exchange rate from its expected long-run
equilibrium

is given by:
j=CO
BN
Qt

The BN
exchange

decomposition
rate G,““, as:

=

-Et(

C
Aqt+j
j=l

1 &,&t-l,

defines the permanent,

-BN= qt + &(
Qt

* * *>a

or expected

(8)

long-run,

real

j=CX

c

j=l

Aqt+i IAqt, Aq,_1, . . .).

(9)

Combining
(1981)

(8) and (9) we see that qyN + 4,“” = qt. Beveridge and Nelson
prove that 4,“” is a random walk, while qFN is stationary since qt is

I(l)*

decomposition to invesHuizinga (1987) employed the Beveridge-Nelson
tigate the importance of the permanent component in real exchange rates
relative to the dollar since the 1973 advent of floating. Using the history of
changes in the real exchange rate itself as his information set to estimate the
Beveridge-Nelson
transitory component defined by equation (S), Huizinga
found evidence that, while fluctuations in the permanent component of the
real exchange rate account for most of the volatility of observed changes in
real exchange rates, actual real exchange rates relative to the dollar appear to
overshoot persistently and revert rather gradually to the long-run equilibrium
real exchange rate defined by the Beveridge-Nelson
permanent component.
Huizinga’s (1987) univariate decomposition of the real exchange rate followed the lead of Beveridge and Nelson in their original work. Recently,
several authors have uncovered interesting implications of multivariate generalizations of the Beveridge-Nelson
decomposition (Evans (1989), Cochrane
(1990), King et al. (1991), and Evans and Reichlin (1993)). One finding, due
to Evans and Reichlin (1993), is that, if the multivariate information set includes variables that Granger-cause subsequent changes in the real exchange
rate, the variance of the transitory component relative to the BeveridgeNelson permanent component derived from such a multivariate system must
strictly exceed the ratio of the transitory component to the permanent component derived from a univariate information set.
In this section, we present the results of trivariate Beveridge-Nelson
decompositions of the log real exchange rate of the dollar relative to the yen,
DM, sterling, and the Canadian dollar based upon VAR forecasts of the
The information set includes not only
change in the real exchange rate.
lagged changes in the log real exchange rate, but also lagged inflation differentials between the U.S. and the foreign country, rt_j, and lagged changes
15

in the log ratio of U.S. to foreign real GDP, ayt_j.
The data are quarterly
and span the floating exchange-rate
period 1973:3 - 1992:4.’
We include
lagged inflation differentials in the information set because, as demonstrated
by Cumby and Huizinga (1990), lagged inflation helps to forecast subsequent
changes in bilateral real exchange rates. Cumby and Huizinga (1990) studied a bivariate Beveridge-Nelson
decomposition of the log real exchange in
a system that included lagged inflation differntials.
The results of this section of our paper obviously build on their work. We go beyond Cumby and
Huizinga (1990) by including a “real” as well as a “nominal” variable in
the information set, by explicitly comparing the multivariate with the corresponding univariate decompositions,
and by demonstrating
the importance
of Granger causality in accounting for the differences between the decompositions. Lagged inflation differentials are also likely to be correlated with
nominal shocks in the U.S. relative to the foreign country under study. We
include lagged log changes in U.S. to foreign output because the evidence of
a unit root in real exchange rates, in conjunction with the theoretical model
we derive below, suggests that real shocks - to the supply as well as to demand for national outputs - must play a role in understanding the behavior
of real exchange rates since 1973 (Campbell and Clarida (1987) and Stockman (1987)). While the Beveridge-Nelson
decompositions
based upon these
trivariate VARs are not structural, we investigate and estimate later in the
paper a structural open macro model that employs these VARs.
Charts 5 through 8 present the results of these decompositions.
The
bottom panel in each chart depicts, using a solid line, the time path of -qFN
which may be interpreted as ma.gnitude of the over- or under-valuation
of the
real dollar exchange rate relative to GfN, the Beveridge-Nelson
permanent
component.
The bottom panel in each chart also depicts, using a dashed
line, the time path of -qt BNU, the over- or under-valuation
of the dollar real
exchange rate obtained from a univariate Beveridge-Nelson
decomposition.
The top panel in each chart presents, using a solid line, the actual time path
‘The

exception

is Japan,

1975:3

- 1992:4.

Japan

[Apt, rt] system

for which we investigate

We do this for comparability
for which our Euromarket

Following

Hansen

and Hodrick

Germany,

Canada,

and Britain

(1983)
that

pp.

the slightly

with the results
data

120-121),

“excluded

shorter
presented

sample

period

above

for the

only became available in 1975:3.
we also investigated
samples for

the transitional

early years of the floating

exchange rate era.” As Hansen and Hodrick point out, it was not until November 1975
that the G6 countries “produced an agreement which led directly to the amendments
to
the Aritcles of Agreement of the IMF which formally ratified the flexible exchange rate
system” While none of the results for Germany, Britain, or Canada reported in this paper
are sensitive to the choice of a start,ing data of 73:3 vs 75:3, some of the results for Japan
are. Data sources are as follows: CPI data are from the IFS tape; the spot exchange rates
and the Euromarket
interest rates are point sampled from a data base maintained by the
Federal Reserve Bank of New York; the real GDP data is from the OECD Main Economic
Indicators.
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of the level of the real exchange
the time path of the estimated
trivariate

rate qt and presents,

long-run real exchange

using a dashed line,
4,“” derived from the

system.

As can be seen in the bottom panel of Chart 5, the estimates of qFN based
upon the trivariate Beveridge-Nelson
decomposition reveal sustained periods
of substantial overshooting in the dollar-DM real exchange rate. In particagainst
ular, throughout the 1978-1979
p eriod of real dollar depreciation
the DM, the dollar was undervalued by some 20 to 30 percent relative to
the long-run real exchange rate defined by 4,““. By contrast, throughout
the years 1983, 1984, and 1985 of “benign neglect” during which the dollar
surged, the real value of the dollar was consistently overvalued by 10 to 14
percent, implying the expectation that 10 to 14 percent of the dollar’s real
appreciation
during the early 1980s would be given back through eventual
real depreciation.
The contrast between the
real exchange rate is striking
nent in the real exchange rate
substantially
larger and more

time series qFN and qFNU for the dollar-DM
for two reasons. First, the transitory compoimplied by the multivariate decomposition
is
volatile than its transitory component implied

by the univariate decomposition,
a fact evident from Chart 5 that we shall
quantify shortly. Second, qFN is persistently of the opposite sign to qFNU.
This means that, regardless of the differences in magnitude, in periods such
as 1977-1979
when the dollar was depreciating and in which the trivariate
Beveridge-Nelson
decomposition implies that the dollar was undervalued and
expected to appreciate in real terms, the univariate decomposition
implies
that the dollar was overvalued and expected to depreciate farther. Moreover,
in periods such as 198221985 when the dollar was appreciating and in which
the trivariate Beveridge-Nelson
decomposition
implies that the dollar was
overvalued and expected to depreciate in real terms, qFNU implies that the
dollar was undervalued and expected to appreciate farther. Evans and Reichlin (1993) document a similar difference between univariate and multivariate
Beveridge-Nelson
decompositions of U.S. real GDP.
Chart 6 presents the Beveridge-Nelson decomposition results for the dollaryen real exchange rate. Again, the estimates of qFN based upon the trivariate
Beveridge-Nelson
decomposition reveal sustained periods of substantial overshooting in the dollar-yen real exchange rate, both in absolute terms and in
comparison with the estimates for qtBNU. We note that in 1976 and 1977,
qFN indicated that the dollar was substantially
overvalued relative to the yen
and was expected ultimately to depreciate by some 30 percent in real terms
against the yen. A real depreciation of this magnitude did in fact occur in
1978 and 1979. Indeed, the Beveridge-Nelson
decomposition indicated that
the real value of the dollar depreciated beyond its expected long-run level
sometime in early 1979, and was thereafter undervalued throughout the rest
17
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of 1979, 1980, and 1981, years in which the dollar actually did appreciate
in real terms against the yen. Overshooting of the dollar’s Reagan-Volcker
appreciation is also evident during the later years, 1982 - 1985.
Charts 7 and 8 present the real exchange-rate
decomposition
results for
U.S. - U.K. and U.S. - Canada.
These decompositions
differ both qualitatively and quantitatively
from those just presented for the U.S. and Germany
and the U.S. and Japan. As is evident from Charts 7 and 8, and as will be
confirmed shortly, relative to the dollar real sterling and Canadian dollar
exchange rates appear to possess rather small, and not particularly
persistent, transitory components.
In other words, conditional on the trivariate
information
set studied in this section, very little of the change in either
the dollar-sterling
or the dollar-Canadian
real exchange rate is forecastable.
Moreover, for these two real exchange rates relative to the dollar, the behavior of the transitory components derived from the trivariate systems does not
differ substantially
from the transitory component implied by the univariate
decompositions.
The top panel of Table 2 presents sample estimates of the ratio of the variance of the change in the Beveridge-Nelson
transitory component in the real
exchange rate to the variance of the actual change in the real exchange rate.
These results confirm the impressions conveyed by Charts 5 - 8. Based upon
the Beveridge-Nelson
decompositions
derived from the trivariate systems,
the variance of the change in the transitory componet of the dollar-DM and
dollar-yen real exchange rates is estimated to account for a quite substantial
fraction of the actual change in these real exchange rates. Whether or not
one views this as a “substantial” transitory component depends of course on
one’s priors. Until the mid 198Os, there was something of a consensus among
researchers that most movements in real exchange rat,es represented transitory fluctuations around a slowly changing, if not constant, equilibrium real
exchange rate. Since the papers by Ca.mpbell and Clarida (1987), Huizinga
(1987), Stockman (1987), Meese and Rogoff (1988), and Grilli and Kaminski (1991), the weight of the evidence suggests that most movements in real
exchange rates represent permanent shifts in real exchange rates. However,
Grilli and Kaminski (1991) point out that real exchange-rate
“facts” can
be quite regime specific, and that post-1973 empirical regularities, including
the importance of permanent, shocks, may not generalize to other floating
exchange-rate
periods.
By cont,ra.st, transitory predictable
changes in the
real dollar-sterling
a.nd Cana.dian dol1a.r exchange rates appear, based upon
the sample variances, to be much less important in accounting for changes in
these real exchange rates. The top panel of Table 2 also reinforces the point,
evident in the charts, that the Beveridge-Nelson
decomposition
of the real
exchange rate into permanent and transitory components depends upon the
information set. For the dollar-DM and the dollar-yen real exchange rates,
22

the ratio of the variance of the transitory

component

to the change in the

real exchange rate based upon the trivariate VAR is four times larger than
is the ratio based upon a univariate autoregressive model for real exchangerate changes. For the dollar-sterling and especially the U.S.-Canadian dollar
real exchange rates, there is much less differences between the variance ratios
calculated from the univaraite and multivariate information sets.

Table 2:
Transitory-Actual
Variance Ratios

~4Ad’V~4Aqt>

Country

Triva.ria.te System
0.705
0.591
0.385
0.210

Germany
Japan
Britain
Canada

Univariate System
0.235
0.233
0.146
0.143

[Ayt, Aqt, QfARs
Germany
Equation

R2

AY
Aq
?r

0.02
0.14
0.31

Exclude
Ay
Aq
0.10
0.63
0.82

0.91
0.21
0.19

r
0.40
0.02
0.01

R2
0.19
0.04
0.48

Britain
Equation

R2

AY
Aq’
R

0.00
0.06
0.24

Exclude
Ay
Aq
0.66
0.18
0.04

0.63
0.09
0.51

K

R2

0.40
0.91
0.01

0.00
0.00
0.02

Japan
Exclude
Ay
Aq
?r
0.73 0.13 0.02
0.75 0.74 0.09
0.91 0.11 0.01
Canada
Exclude
Ay
Aq
0.89
0.84
0.54

0.26
0.33
0.50

?r
0.23
0.66
0.09

Trivariate VAR includes a constant and four lagged values of Aq,, the change
in the log real exchange rate, Ayt, the change in the log ratio of U.S. to
foreign real GDP, and rrt, the difference between U.S. and foreign inflation.
The sample is 1974:3 - 1992:4 except for Japan which is 1976:3 - 1992:4.
The bottom panel of Table 2 presents summary statistics for the estimated trivariate VARs.
For the dollar-DM and dollar-yen real exchange
rates, we see that lagged inflation differentials Gmnger-cause subsequent real
exchange-rate changes. Cumby and Huizinga (1990) document that lagged
23

inflation

differentials

help to forecast

real exchange-rate

changes,

but they

do not report on Granger causality.
Evans and Lothian (1993) document
Granger causality from lagged inflation, but not inflation differentials,
to
real exchange-rate
changes. For the dollar-sterling
and Canadian dollar real
exchange rates, there is no evidence that lagged inflation differentials, or for
that matter lagged output growth differentials, have incremental predictive
content for subsequent real exchange-rate
changes. These findings are relevant for interpreting Charts 5 - 8 and the variance ratios reported in the top
panel of Table 2. As mentioned earlier, if the multivariate information set includes variables that Granger-cause subsequent changes in the real exchange
rate, the variance of the Beveridge-Nelson
transitory component relative to
the Beveridge-Nelson
permanent component derived from such a multivariate
system must strictly exceed the ratio of the Beveridge-Nelson
transitory component to the permanent component derived from a univariate information
set. Thus, the finding of Granger causality for the dollar-DM and dollaryen systems, and the absence of Granger causality in the dolla.r-sterling and
Canadian dollar systems, can account for t,he differences in variance ratios
reported in Table 2.
4

A stochastic

rational

expectations

open macro model

We now present a stochastic version of the two-country, rational expectations
open macro model developed by Obstfeld (1985). The model also draws on
papers by Dornbusch (1976), B ranson (1979), Flood (1981), Mussa (1982),
and McCallum (1988). The model not only exhibits the standard MundellFleming-Dornbusch
results in the “short-run” when prices adjust sluggishly
to demand, money, and supply shocks, but it also embodies the “longer-run”
properties that characterize macroeconomic equilibrium in the open economy
once prices adjust fully to all shocks.2 All variables except interest rates are
in logs and represent home relative to foreign levels. For example, yt E yt -y,f
and i, = $ - ;I.
IS Equation:
Ylt = 4 + 77(“t - Pt) - a(& - J%(pt+1 - Pt)).
Price-Setting

(10)

Equat,ion:
pt = (1 - Q!L1p;

+ ep:.

(11)

‘For expository convenience, and to parallel the bulk of the literature on “sticky-price”
open macro models cited above, we follow Obstfeld (1985) and do not explicitly incorporate
the accumulation
of foreign asset,s (debts) via current account surpluses (deficits) that may
result from t,he shocks we study. \%‘ealso ignore a time-varying
risk premium.
Later
shall discuss the empirical implications
of a risk premium for the empirical strategy
pursue.
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we
we

LM Equation:
Interest

rnz - p, = yt - Xi,.

(12)

it = &(s,+i

(13)

Parity:
- St).

Equation (10) is an open-economy IS equation in which the demand for
home output relative to foreign output is increasing in the real exchange
rate and a relative demand shock d, and is decreasing in the real interest
differential in favor of the home country. We think of dt as capturing shocks to
home absorption relative to foreign absorption such as fiscal shocks. Equation
(11) is a version of the price-setting equations that have been studied in open
macro setting by Flood (1981), M ussa (1982), and others. According to (ll),
the price level in period t is an average of the market-clearing
price expected
in t - 1 to prevail in &_I, p;, and the price that would actually clear the output
market in period t,pF. When 8 = 1, prices are fully flexible and output is
supply-determined.
When 0 = 0, prices are fixed and predetermined 1 period
in advance. Equation (12) is a standard LM equation, while equation (13)
is a statement of interest parity. In the sequel we shall let the variable mt
capture the influence of shocks to relative national money supplies as well as
shocks to relative national demands for real money balances.
Before we solve the model, we need first to specify the stochastic processes
that govern the relative supply of output yf, the relative demand shock dt,
and relative money m,. In general, we would expect output supply, output
demand, and money to be driven by both transitory as well as permanent
shocks. For ease in obtaining an explicit, uncluttered solution to the stochastic sticky-price equilibrium, we shall suppose that both yi and mt are simple
random walks. However, it will be useful to allow for both a transitory as
well as a permanent component in the relative demand shock dt. In particular, we suppose that a fraction y of any shock to relative demand in period
t is expected

to be reversed in t + 1. Pulling these assumptions

together

we

have:

4.1

Solving

Yt”

=

Y,“_l + zt;

dt

=

dt-1

m,

=

m,-1

+ St - Y&-I;
+

(14)

Q.

the model

To solve the model, we begin by deriving an expression for the real exchange
rate Q: that would prevail in a “flexible-price” rational expectations
equilibrium in which output is supply-determined.
Substituting
the laws of motion
for yf and dt into (10) and solving for @, we obtain:
qt”= (YS -

dt)lrl + (~(7
25

+ W1v%

(15)

The “flexible-price”
real exchange rate depreciates in response to a supply disturbance
and appreciates in response to a demand disturbance.
We
note that when y > 0, the expectation
that the demand disturbance will be
partially reversed in the future sets up the expectation
of real depreciation
and dampens the magnitude of the appreciation in the present.
We next derive an expression for the price level & that would prevail
in the “flexible-price”
rational expectations
equilibrium.
From (12) and the
definition of the real exchange rate, the p; must satisfy (1 + X)& = mt - yf +
Using (14) and (15), we obtain:
WtG+1
- 4;) + a?$+1.
pf = mt -

yf +

X(1 + X)-‘(7

+ 0)-‘X&.

(16)

All three shocks influence the time path of the “flexible-price”
price level.
The “flexible-price”
relative price level rises in proportion to the monetary
shock, declines in proportion to the supply shock, and rises in response to
the temporary component, in t,he demand shock. A solely permanent relative
demand shock pushes up the common world level of real and nominal interest rates in t,he flexible-price equilibrium.
Thus, given output supply and
money, a permanent dema.nd shock must drive up home and foreign prices
in proportion, leaving p; unchanged.
Collecting these expressions, we see that the evolution over time of the
flexible-price equilibrium can be represented by the following three equations:
Yt’
e

=

s

Yti

4t

=

(Yt” - 4)/v

P:

=

mt -

yf +

+

(h + 4)-ldt;

X(1 + X)-‘(7

(17)

+ a)-*-&.

In this flexible-price
equilibrium,
the levels of relative output, yp, the real
exchange rate, q:, and relative national price levels, pp, are driven by three
shocks - to supply, zt. demand &, and money, vt. As can be seen by inspection
of (17), the system is triangular in the flexible-price equilibrium.
With this characterization
of the system’s flexible-price equilibrium,
we
now solve for the actual open macro equilibrium in a world of sluggish price
adjustment.
Suhstitut,ing (16) int,o t,he price-setting rule (ll), we see that pt,
the ratio of home to foreign price levels, evolves according to:
pt = p: -

(1 - Q)(b -

Zt +

NY&);

(18)

where cy E X(1 + X)-‘(r/ + D)-‘. I n response to a positive money or demand
shock, the price level rises but by less than the flexible price p:. In response
to a positive supply shock, the price level Pt falls but by less than the flexible
price ps. The degree of “sluggishness” is indexed by (1 - 6). When 0 = 1,
prices are fully flexible, a.nd t,he actual price pt coincides with J$.
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The expression

for the real exchange

rate qt under sluggish price adjust-

ment can be obtained by substituting (10) and (13) into (12) and using (18)
to represent the difference between actual and market-clearing
price levels.
We obtain:
qt = qf + V(1 - e)(v, - zt + ff76t);

(19)

W e see that when price adjustment is sluggish,
where 2, = (l+X)(X+a+q)-‘.
shocks to money influence the real exchange rate, even though monetary
shocks have no influence on the flexible-price real exchange rate. This follows
from the renowned Dornbush (1976) overshooting result which is a property
of our model when price adjustment is sluggish. The nominal exchange rate is
given by st = sP+(l--a-~)(X+a+~)-l
x(1 -6)(q-zt+cqOt).
Overshooting
in response to monetary shocks will occur if (l-a-7)
> 0. Interestingly, this
condition implies that the nominal exchange rate will undershoot relative to
the flexible-price equilibrium in response to real supply and demand shocks.
We note that sluggish price adjustment implies that the real exchange rate
undershoots relative to the flexible-price real exchange rate in response to
real supply or demand shocks.
Finally, we can use (19) and the IS equation to solve for the demanddetermined level of output in the “short run” when price adjustment is sluggish. We obtain:
yt = y; +

(7 + g)t,(l - O)(v, -

Zt +

‘yy&).

(20)

Sluggish price adjustment implies that not only supply but also money and
demand shocks influence yt in the short run. A monetary shock boosts output
in the short run with sluggish price adjustment, while home relative to foreign
output rises in response to the temporary component in the demand shock.
In the stochastic open macro equilibrium represented by equations (18),
(19), and (20), all t,hree shocks ~ to money, supply, and demand - influence contemporaneously
the levels of all three of the system’s variables output, the real exchange rate, and prices. However, because output, the
real exchange rate, and prices are expected to converge to their flexible price
equilibrium levels, the system is triangular in the
simple price-setting rule we employ, the system is
flexible price equilibrium in a single period. Only
to influence the long-run level of relative output.

long run. Indeed, with the
expected to converge to the
supply shocks are expected
Supply and demand shocks

are expected to influence the long-run level of the real exchange rate. And
finally, both real supply shocks and nominal monetary shocks are expected
to influence the long-run level of prices at home and abroad.3 While these
3The
relative

twecountry
to the foreign

Obstfeld
market

(1985)
clearing

demand shock. This is not a general
use it for identification.

model we study has the property
that the home
price level is invariant to a permanent
relative

property
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of an open macro

equilibrium

so we do not

restrictions
are intuitive and are easily and explicitly derived in our model,
they should also hold in many other specifications of a stochastic open macro
equilibrium,
including those that arise in the cash-in-advance
open macro
models pioneered by Lucas (1982).
Drawing upon the approach pioneered.
by Blanchard and Quah (1989), we will exploit these quite plausible longrun restrictions in an effort to identify the influence of money, demand, and
supply shocks on the behavior of real exchange rates over the past twenty
years.4

4.2

The

empirical

strategy

Our theoretical model implies that yt,qt, and pt are nonstationary
in levels
but stationary in first differences. 5 Letting Ax, E [Ayt,Aqt,?rt]’
denote the
3 by 1 vector of the system’s 3 variables and Et E [zt,&, ~~1’ denote the 3
by 1 vector of the system’s 3 structural disturbances,
we think of the data
on Ayt,Aqt,
and rTt as being generated by the following structural moving
average model:
Ax, = C,,E~ + C1+1

+ .. .

+ Czct-2

(21)

where Co is the 3 by 3 matrix that defines the contemporaneous
structural
relationship
among the system’s 3 variables.
As discussed earlier, if our
simple expository model actually generated the data, the structural moving
average model and the estimated reduced form would be a vector
MA(l).
In general, we would expect and do find much richer dynamics
in the data. An important advantage of the Blanchard-Quah
approach to
identification is that we do not have to take a stand on the dynamics. Rather,
we use only the longer-run restrictions implied by our model - and many
other open macro models - to identify the structural Ci matrices from the
4The stochastic
fication

strategy

If the equilibrium
three
cation

structural

version of Obstfeld’s
ignores,

risk premium
shocks

goes through

assumed

is a stationary

- to supply,

as in the case,

to be con&ant.

(1985)

model that we use to motivate

as does the bulk of the literature,

However,

more cumbersome.
‘See Edison and Pauls (1993)

stochastic

process

demand,

and money

discussed

in the text,

the closed-form

for empirical

a time-varying

evidence

that is a function

- on which we focus,

of the
identifi-

in which the risk premium

solution

to the model

using quarterly

that qt is I(1) and that r:” - 7ri is I(0) in the four countries

our identi-

risk premium.

we study.

is a great

is

deal

data since 1974:3

To test the hypothe-

sis that yp” - yi is I( 1) in each country, we ran augmented Dickey-Fuller t-tests and could
not reject the null of a unit root in any of these four countries.
Our theoretical
model
also implies that there exists no cointegrating
relationships among yf, ~1, and pt. Tests for
cointegration
among [yl, qt, pt] were performed using Johansen’s
(1991) maximum likelihood procedure.
For Germany and Japan, we could not reject the null of no cointegration
among
reject

these variables

at even the 20-percent

the null of no cointegration

to be evidence

significance

at, the lo-percent

of a single cointegrat,ing

vector
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level; for Britain,

level. For Canada,

among

we could not

there does appear

these three variables.

data.
When
structural

we estimate a VAR, we do not directly recover estimates
moving average model. Rather, we estimate:
Axe, = ut + Rlu,_l

where ut is a vector reduced-form

+ R2~t-2 + . . .

disturbance.

of the

(22)

We assume that there exists

a nonsingular matrix S such that it = 5’~~. Comparing (21) with (22) we see
that: Co = S,Ci = RlS,Cz = R2S, i.e., C(L) = R(L)S.
Thus:
ut =

(23)

Cl&

In addition to recovering estimates of the parameters that define the reducedform moving average representation
(22), we also recover an estimate of the
symmetric variance-covariance
matrix of the reduced-form disturbances:
C = Eutu;.

(24)

it is not possible to
As is well-known, the model (22) is underidentified:
obtain estimates of Cc and thus tt without additional restrictions.
To see
this, suppose, as is common in the literature, that the structural shocks are
mutually orthogonal and that each has unit variance (the latter requirement
is without loss of generality).
Then, from (23) and (24), we see that:

This represents a system of 9 equations in only 6 unknowns, the 3 variances
and 3 covariances that define C. Thus, 3 additional restrictions are needed
to identify Co and to recover the times series of structural
as the structural-system
dynamics defined by Ci, CZ,.. . .
4.3

Identification

It will be recalled

shocks ct as well

ci la Blanchard-Quah

that our open macro model is triangular

in the long run.

That is, only supply shocks at are expected to influence relative output levels
in the long run, while both supply and demand shocks dt are expected to
influence the real exchange rate in the long run. Shocks to money vt are
expected to have no long-run impact on either relative output levels or the
Using the notation of our structural moving average
real exchange rate.
model, these restrictions are easily represented.
Letting C(1) G C’s + Ci +
the restriction that neither money vt nor demand dt shocks influence
C,+...,
relative output levels in the long run requires that:
ClZ(l) = C,,(l)
29

= 0.

Similarly, the restriction that money shocks ut do not influence
change rate in the long run requires that:
C&l)
We will now show that

these

the real ex-

= 0.

3 additional

(27)
“long-run”

restrictions,

restric-

tions that are implied by our model as well as many other open macro models including simple real business-cycle
models, are sufficient to identify the
structural matrix CO, to recover the structural-system
dynamics defined by
as
well
as
the
time
series
of
structural
shocks
Q = [zt,St, ZQ]/to
G,C2,***
supply, demand, and money.
Letting & E I, R1 E C,C,‘, R2 E CzC{‘, and so on, the reduced-form
moving average (22) that is estimated can be written:
Ax, = Rout + R,zL_~ + R2ut-2 + . . .
We note that R( 1) E R. + R1 + Rz +

. . = C( 1)Cc’.

(28)

Form the matrix:

R(l)SR(l)‘.

(29)

This matrix can be computed from the estimates of C and R(1) obtained
from the reduced form (28). Using (25) to substitute for C and the definition
of R(1) we see that:
R(l)CR(l)’
= C(l)C(l)‘.
(30)
Let H denote the lower triangular

Choleski

decomposition

HH’ = R(l)CR(l)‘.

of R(l)CR(l)/:

(31)

Now, our long-run restrictions imply that C(1) is also lower triangular. Since
H is the unique lower triangu1a.r decomposit,ion of R(l)CR(l)‘,
we have:
C(1) = H.
From the definition

R(1) E C(l)Cil,

(32)

(23) implies:

CO = R(l)-‘H.

(33)

Thus, the fact that t,he long-run restrictions given by our model imply that
C( 1) is lower triangular can be used to identify CO. In practice, these restrictions are easy to impose: simply estimate the reduced-form model and
calculate R(l), compute the unique lower triangular Choleski matrix H where
and set C;b = R( l)-‘H.
HH’ = R(l)CR(l)‘,
G iven an estimate of Co, we
can recover the structural-system
dynamics defined by C1, Cz . . . as well as
the time series of structura.1 shocks tt = [z~,&,D~]! to supply, demand, and
money.
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5

Empirical

In this section

results

we present the empirical

results that are at the heart of this

paper. Using the structural VAR to recover the results and using our stochastic version of the Obstfeld (1985) open macro model to interpret the results,
we seek to answer two questions: what are the sources of real exchange-rate
fluctuations since the collapse of Bretton Woods and, in particular, how important are nominal shocks ? To answer these questions, we look at three
complementary
ways to summarize the results of a structural VAR: we calculate variance decompositions
of the real exchange rate, we compute “real
time” historical decompositions
of the level of the real exchange rate, and
we plot impulse responses of output, the real exchange rate, and inflation
to the structural supply, demand, and nominal shocks to assess whether or
not the shocks that our procedure identifies as supply, demand, and nominal
“look like” supply demand and nominal shocks are supposed to look. That
is, by investigating
the impulse responses, we are checking whether or not
our application of the Blanchard-Quah
approach identifies structural shocks
that “pass the duck test.“6
We begin by reporting the results of two variance decomposition exercises
for the log real exchange rate. In the first, reported in Table 3, the conditional
variance of the level of the log real exchange rate qt+k at various horizons k is
split into the variance due to unforecastable structural monetary shocks vt+j,
unforecastable structural-demand
shocks, &+j, and unforecastable structuralsupply shocks z~+~,j = 1,. . . , k. As can be seen from the results reported in
Table 3, nominal shocks account for a substantial fraction of the conditional
variance of the level of the real exchange rate at short horizons in Germany
and Japan. For example in Germany, more than 50 percent of the variance
in forecasting the level of the real exchange rate at a horizon of 4 quarters
is due to monetary shocks.
More precisely, more than 50 percent of the
4-quarter variance in forecasting the log level of the real exchange rate is
attributed to the shock in the system that has no long-run effect on relative
national output levels or the level of the real exchange rate. In Japan, more
than one-third, nearly 35 percent, of the variance in forecasting the level
of the dollar-yen real exchange rate at a horizon of 4 quarters is due to
monetary shocks. According to our structural VAR, nominal shocks do not
explain much of the variance in forecasting the level of the real exchange
rate in Britain and Canada. For example in Britain, only 1.3 percent of the
variance in forecasting the level of the real exchange rate at a horizon of 4
quarters is attributed to monetary shocks; in Canada, less than 1 percent of
the 4-quarter forecast variance is due to nominal shocks. We shall discuss
how to interpret these rather striking differences between the importance
61f it walks

like a duck

and

quacks

like a duck,
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it must

be

attributed
to nominal shocks in Germany and Japan and the meager role
attributed to nominal shocks in Britain and Canada after investigating other
results yielded by our structural VARs.
For all four countries, of the remaining variance in forecasting the log level
of the real exchange rate that is not attributed to nominal shocks, virtually all
is attributed
to demand shocks, and virtually none is attributed
to supply
shocks.
For example, in Germany, of the 49.6 percent of the variance in
forecasting the level of the real exchange rate at a horizon of 4 quarters that
is not due to monetary shocks, 42.7 percent is attributed to demand shocks
and only 6.9 percent is attributed to supply shocks. It will be recalled that
we identify the demand shock as that shock in the system that has no longrun effect on relative national output levels but that can have an effect on
the real exchange rate in the long run.
In forecasting the level of an 1(l) variable such as qt, the variance of the
forecast error goes to infinity with the forecast horizon so that the share
of this variance attributed to monetary shocks - which by assumption can
have no long-run effects on the level of qt - must go to zero with the forecast
horizon. Table 4 decomposes the conditional variance of the change in the
log real exchange rate Aqt+k at various horizons Ic into fractions of the variance due to unforecastable
structural monetary shocks ut+j, demand shocks,
S,+j, and unforecastable
supply shocks ~+~,j = 1,. . . , k. As the forecast
horizon increases, these conditional variance shares converge to the shares of
the unconditional
variance of the change in each real exchange rate due to
supply, demand, and nominal shocks. As is evident from Table 4, this convergence is quite rapid - within 12 to 16 quarters. We see that 41.1 percent
of the unconditional variance of the change in the dollar-DM real exchange
rate is attributed to monetary shocks, 48.5 percent is attributed to demand
shocks, and 10.4 percent is attributed to supply shocks. According to our
decomposition,
35.2 percent of the unconditional
variance of the change in
the dollar-yen real exchange rate is attributed to monetary shocks, 61.2 percent is attributed to demand shocks, and 3.6 percent is attributed to supply
shocks.
As was the case for the decompositions
of the level of the dollar-sterling
and Canadian dollar real exchange rates reported in Table 3, monetary shocks
do not explain much of the unconditional variance of the change in either of
the real exchange rates. For example, only 2.8 percent of the unconditional
variance of the change in the dollar-sterling
real exchange rate is attributed
to monetary shocks, with the bulk of this variance, 91.1 percent, being attributed to demand shocks. Only 2.5 percent of the unconditional
variance
of the change in the U.S.-Canadian
dollar real exchange rate is attributed to
monetary shocks.
We

next present in Charts

9 - 12 historical
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“real time” decompositions

of

Table 3:
Variance Decomposition - ~1

Horizon
1
2
3
4
8
12
16
20

Horizon
1
2
3
4
8
12
16
20

Germany
fraction of variance
due to
Supply Demand Money
0.007
0.518
0.474
(0.076)
(0.262)
(0.267)
0.435
0.034
0.531
(0.099)
(0.243)
(0.251)
0.067
0.408
0.525
(0.232)
(0.117)
(0.242)
0.427
0.069
0.504
(0.118)
(0.229)
(0.238)
0.039
0.575
0.386
(0.113)
(0.207)
(0.202)
0.692
0.026
0.282
(0.117)
(0.167)
(0.145)
0.766
0.214
0.019
(0.142)
(0.121)
(0.104)
0.016
0.811
0.172
(0.125)
(0.134)
(0.082)

.I_apan
fraction of variance
due to
Supply Demand Money
0 .OOQ
0.631
0.359
(0.107)
(0.233)
(0.221)
0.005
0.664
0.331
(0.107)
(0.224)
(0.217)
0.003
0.650
0.347
(0.106)
(0.222)
(0.218)
0.002
0.650
0.347
(0.107)
(0.214)
(0.220)
0.004
0.779
0.216
(0.109)
(0.199)
(0.173)
0.010
0.836
0.153
(0.117)
(0.179)
(0.132)
0.016
0.863
0.121
(0.124)
(0.166)
(0.103)
0.020
0.880
0.100
(0.128)
(0.159)
(0.085)

Britain
fraction of variance
due to
Supply Demand Money
0.005
0.973
0.022
(0.123)
(0.214)
(0.177)
0.003
0.979
0.017
(0.112)
(0.197)
(0.152)
0.013
0.969
0.018
(0.111)
(0.187)
(0.138)
0.034
0.952
0.013
(0.110)
(0.171)
(0.121)
0.039
0.954
0.007
(0.121)
(0.143)
(0.079)
0.041
0.954
0.004
(0.129)
(0.139)
(0.055)
0.042
0.954
0.003
(0.138)
(0.139)
(0.039)
0.044
0.954
0.002
(0.144)
(0.144)
(0.031)

Canada
fraction of variance
due to
Supply Demand Money
0.022
0.970
0.007
(0.112)
(0.150)
(0.111)
0.013
0.976
0.010
(0.118)
(0.150)
(0.104)
0.011
0.981
0.007
(0.121)
(0.144)
(0.085)
0.023
0.977
0.004
(0.127)
(0.145)
(0.072)
0.036
0.960
0.004
(0.141)
(0.157)
(0.044)
0.046
0.951
0.003
(0.162)
(0.172)
(0.027)
0.051
0.946
0.002
(0.177)
(0.183)
(0.018)
0.054
0.943
0.002
(0.187)
(0.191)
(0.014)

Value in parentheses is empirical standard error computed from Monte Carlo simulation.
VAR specification as reported in notes to Table 2.
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Table 4:
Variance Decomposition - Aqt

Horizon
1
2
3
4
8
12
16
20

Horizon
1

2
3
4
8
12
16
20

Germany
fraction of variance
due to
Supply Demand Money
0.007
0.518
0.474
(0.097)
(0.285)
(0.286)
0.035
0.497
0.468
(0.102)
(0.253)
(0.256)
0.046
0.487
0.467
(0.098)
(0.242)
(0.248)
0.503
0.450
0.046
(0.094)
(0.229)
(0.234)
0.404
0.096
0.500
(0.084)
(0.187)
(0.191)
0.407
0.103
0.489
(0.173)
(0.179)
(0.082)
0.411
0.485
0.104
(0.168)
(0.174)
(0.080)
0.411
0.485
0.104
(0.080)
(0.166)
(0.172)

Japan
fraction of variance
due to
Supply Demand Money
0.009
0.631
0.359
(0.231)
(0.203)
(0.134)
0.341
0.028
0.630
(0.188)
(0.119)
(0.216)
0.630
0.338
0.031
(0.114)
(0.202)
(0.177)
0.627
0.339
0.034
(0.116)
(0.298)
(0.172)
0.035
0.617
0.347
(0.145)
(0.113)
(0.167)
0.352
0.036
0.612
(0.114)
(0.167)
(0.144)
0.036
0.612
0.352
(0.167)
(0.144)
(0.117)
0.612
0.352
0.036
(0.144)
(0.119)
(0.167)

Brit,ain
fraction of variance
due to
Supply Demand Money
0.005
0.973
0.022
(0.147)
(0.096) (0.167)
(0.147)
(0.096) (0.167)
0.020
0.959
).021
(0.093)
(0.159)
(0.138)
0.946
0.019
0.034
(0.096)
(0.158)
(0.136)
0.055
0.919
0.025
(0.146)
(0.121)
(0.101)
0.911
0.027
0.061
(0.139)
(0.112)
(0.098)
0.911
0.028
0.061
(0.138)
(0.112)
(0.098)
0.911
0.028
0.061
(0.138)
(0.112)
(0.098)
0.911
0.028
0.061
(0.138)
(0.112)
(0.098)

Canada
fraction of variance
due to
Supply Demand Money
0.022
0.970
0.007
0.022
0.970
0.007
(0.124)
(0.173)
(0.125)
0.032
0.959
).007
(0.121)
(0.169)
(0.125)
0.035
0.952
0.012
(0.120)
(0.166)
(0.118)
0.045
0.943
0.012
(0.124)
(0.163)
(0.107)
0.043
0.934
0.023
(0.121)
(0.163)
(0.109)
0.043
0.932
0.025
(0.125)
(0.165)
(0.109)
0.043
0.932
0.025
(0.125)
(0.165)
(0.109)
0.043
0.932
0.025
(0.126)
(0.165)
(0.109)

Value in parentheses is empirical standard error computed from Monte Carlo simulation.
VAR specification as reported in notes to Table 2.
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the level of each real exchange rate. The purpose of this exercise is to assess
whether or not the supply, demand, and nominal shocks that our identification scheme recovers can plausibly be held responsible for the time path
followed by dollar real exchange rates since the collapse of Bretton

Woods.

In

particular, we are interested in assessing the extent to which our historical
decompositions
match up with the Mundell-Fleming
conventional
wisdom
about the dollar and policy mix (Sachs (1985); Feldstein (1993)) during the
1970s and 1980s. For example, it is one thing for our econometric strategy to
identify monetary shocks that account for 41 percent of the variance in the
change in the dollar-DM real exchange rate. However, these variance decompositions only make sense - at least to us - if episodes of “tight money”
or “expansionary demand” correspond to periods of real dollar appreciation,
demand” correspond to
and periods of “loose money” or “contractionary
periods of real dollar depreciation.
Chart 9 presents the resu1t.s for the dolla.r-DM real exchange rate. This
chart, and the next three, are constructed in the following way. In each panel,
the solid line - neualogq - depicts the difference between the actual log level
of the real exchange rate and the level that would have been forecasted based
upon the history of the system up through 1974”3. Thus, newslogq in 1982:3
reflects the cumulative impact of the three structural shocks between 1974:4
and 1982:3.
Each panel of Chart 9 compares the actual path of the real
exchange rate with the path that would have prevailed if only one source of
structural
shocks had hit the system. The top panel of Chart 9 compares the
actual path of the dollar-DM real exchange rate with the path that would
have been followed historically if only nominal shocks had hit the system;
the center panel of the chart compares the actual path of the dollar-DM
real exchange rate with the path that would have been followed historically
if only demand shocks had hit the system; and the lower panel of Chart 9
compares the actual path of the dollar-DM real exchange rate with the path
that would have been followed historically
system.

if only supply shocks had hit the

We find these result,s most. int,eresting.

As can be seen in the top panel

of the chart, virt,ually all of t,he dollar’s real deprecia.tion against the DM
in the late 1970s is attributed to nominal shocks, while most of the dollar’s
real appreciation against the DM in the first half of the 1980s is attributed
to demand shocks. Note, however, that a not insubsta.ntial real dollar appreciation against the DM during the early 198Os, one that would unwind
the real depreciation of the late 197Os, is attributed to nominal shocks. Of
the dollar’s post-Plaza real deprecia.tion against the DM, roughly half is attributed to nominal shocks, and half is attributed to demand shocks. Supply
shocks are not attributed a significant role in explaining the dollar-DM real
exchange rate since the collapse of Bretton Woods.
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Chart 10 presents the results for the dollar-yen real exchange rate. As is
the case for the historical decomposition of the dollar-DM real exchange rate,
the dollar’s real depreciation against the yen in the late 1970s is attributed
to nominal shocks, while most of the dollar’s real appreciation
against the
DM in the first half of the 1980s is attributed
to demand shocks.
Note,
however, that between 1979 and 1982, a real dollar appreciation against the
yen that would be sufficient to unwind the real depreciation of the late 1970s
is attributed
to nominal shocks. Supply shocks in favor of Japan are also
attributed about 10 percentage points of the dollar’s appreciation during the
early 1980s.
Of the dollar’s post-Plaza
real depreciation
against the yen,
virtually all is attributed to demand shocks.
Charts 11 and 12 present the results for the dollar-sterling
and dollarCanadian real exchange rates. Perhaps not surprisingly, in light of the variance decomposition
results presented in Tables 3 and 4, monetary shocks
are attributed
only a trivial role in accounting for the history of the dollar
_ sterling and dollar-Ca.nadian real exchange rates. For these currencies, the
time path of the real exchange rate is essentially the time path attributed
to demand shocks. To summarize, dollar-DM and dollar-yen real exchange
rates are driven primarily by both money and demand shocks that produce a
quite plausible history of real exchanges, while dollar-sterling
and Canadian
dollar real exchange rates are driven almost exclusively by a shock that is
identified to be a demand shocks. For no real exchange rate, with the possible exception of the dollar-yen rate, are supply shocks identified to explain
any substantial movement in real exchange rates.
We now investigate
the impulse responses of the four estimated open
macro models in response to the three structural shocks. Our objective to
assess the extent to which shocks that our identification
strategy identifies
as due to demand, supply, and money generate dynamic responses that are
consistent with the Mundell-Fl eming-Dornbusch
model presented in Section
four. For example, according to that model, a demand shock in favor of
U.S. output should result in a real appreciation of the dollar, a rise in U.S.
prices, and a rise in U.S. output if prices are sticky. To the extent that the
demand shock is permanent,
the model predicts that the real appreciation
of the dollar will be permanent as well. A nominal shock whch increases the
U.S. money supply or reduces U.S. money demand relative to the foreign
country should result in a nominal depreciation of the dollar, a rise in U.S.
prices, and a rise in U.S. output and a real depreciation of the dollar if prices
are sticky. To the extent that the shock to money supply or money demand
is permanent, the model predicts that the nominal depreciation of the dollar
will be permanent as well. Finally, a supply shock that boosts U.S. output
relative to foreign output is predicted to result in a real depreciation of the
dollar, a fall in U.S. prices, and a rise in U.S. output. To the extent that the
40

demand shock is permanent,

the model predicts that the real depreciation

the dollar will be permanent

as well.

of

Table 5 presents the impulse response results for the U.S.-Germany
structural VAR. In response to a one-standard
deviation nominal shock, the
structural dynamics fit remarkably closely the predictions of the MundellFleming-Dornbusch
model. There is an initial 3.8 percent real depreciation
of the dollar, a nearly 0.5 percent rise in U.S. output relative to German
output, and a 0.3 percent rise in U.S. inflation relative to German inflation.
Chart 13A depicts this dynamic response, and reveals that the output and
real exchange-rate
effects of a nominal shock die out after 16 to 20 quarters. Chart 13b compares the impulse response of the nominal dollar-DM
exchange rate with the real dollar-DM exchange rate. We see that the nominal dollar-DM exchange rate overshoots substantially:
in the long run the
dollar depreciates by 1.7 percent against the DM, while initially the nominal
dollar-DM exchange rate depreciates by more than 4 percent. We also note
that the nominal dollar-DM exchange rate does not appreciate monotonically
but that, instead, the exchange rate depreciates for severa. quarters following the nominal shock. Indeed the maximum depreciation is not achieved
until 4 quarters after the initial nominal shock. -This phenomenon has been
recently uncovered using a completely different empirical strategy by Eichenbaum and Evans (1993). We shall compare our findings and approach with
the Eichenbaum and Evans paper in Section six. Table 5 also presents the
impulse response dynamics to a demand shock. Again, the structural dynamics fit remarkably closely the predictions of the Mundell-Fleming-Dornbusch
model. There is an initial 4 percent real appreciation of the dollar, a 0.36
percent rise in U.S. output relative to German output, and a 0.44 percent
rise in U.S. inflation relative to German inflation. In the long run, the demand shock causes the dollar to appreciate by more than 6 percent against
the DM in real terms. The table also presents the impulse responses to a
one-standard
deviation supply shock. Although U.S. prices fall initially in
response to the supply shock, the dollar a.ppreciates in real terms, in contradiction to the open macro model presented above. In the long run, the real
dollar-DM exchange rate is essentially unchanged, even though the supply
shock is forecasted to have a permanent effect on U.S. relative to German
output.
Table 6 present the results for the U.S.-Japan
structural VAR. As can
be seen from the table, the impulse responses to a nominal shock match the
predictions of the theoretical model presented earlier. There is an initial 3.4
percent real depreciation of the dollar, a 0.56 percent rise in U.S. output
relative to Japanese output, and a 0.33 percent rise in U.S. inflation relative
to Japanese inflation. Chart 14A depicts this dynamic response, and reveals
that the output and real exchange-rate effects of a nominal shock die out after
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Table 5:
U.S.- German Impulse Responses to Monetary
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
12
16
2-

Yt
.4624883-02
.3499143-02
.2472303-02
.3048923-02
.4780723-02
.3399583-02
.2613663-02
.2799303-02
.1525763-02
.507210E-03
-.108420E-18

.3775;7E-01
.4536753-01
.3888013-01
.4294233-01
.4303853-01
.3766813-01
.3386723-01
.3139123-01
.145464E-01
.409438E-02
.346945E-17

Shock

.315:02E-02
.1933563-02
.1065393-02
.1180953-02
.2344253-02
.1604083-02
.7224753-03
.8821553-03
.3800883-03
.6971643-04
-.445969E-04

T_J.S-German Impulse Responses to Demand Shock

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
12
16
20

.358:5E-02
.1107343-02

-.3950:5E-01
-.3594153-01

.441?76E-02
.3278173-03

.8459203-03
.785902E-03
.217299E-02
.536989E-03
.130017E-03

-.3201543-01
-.436595E-01
-.5708093-01
-.5392973-01
-.524747E-01

-.9593063-03
.4483873-03
.1818953-02
-.111040E-03
-.8467373-03

.361130E-03

-.5951213-01

.250278E-03

.4632503-04

-.6403733-01
-.6410073-01
-.6299703-01

.1071513-03
.5806903-04
.4854263-04

- .3427333-04
.8673623-18

IJ.S.-German
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
12
16
20

Impulse Responses to Supply Shock

.1073!6E-01
.100153E-01
.1081983-01
.118282R-01
.143074E-01
.142004E-01
.1476083-01
.153606E-01
.1645763-01
.1670403-01
.166738E-01

-.4699;7E-02
-.141524E-01
-.203115E-01
-.173231E-01
-.4910963-02
-.9430793-02
-.1239873-01
-.648407E-02
-.152274E-02
-.1282863-02
-.2568793-02
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-.302:16E-02
-.3256683-03
.3858273-04
-.325452E-03
-.126214E-02
-.2445553-04
.277859E-03
-.1407333-03
.3771593-05
.3742823-04
.202379E-04
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12 to 16 quarters. As shown in Chart 14B, the dollar-yen nominal exchange
rate overshoots: in the long run nominal dollar-yen exchange rate depreciates
by 1.2 percent, while initially the dollar depreciates by more than 3.5 percent
against the yen. As is the case for the dollar-DM, the nominal dollar-yen
exchange

rate does not appreciate

monotonically

but, instead,

depreciates

for two quarters following the nominal shock.
Table 6 also presents the
impulse responses to a one-standard deviation demand shock. There is an
initial 4.4 percent real appreciation of the dollar-yen exchange rate, a 0.36
percent rise in U.S. output relative to German output, and a nearly 0.43
percent rise in U.S. inflation relative to German inflation. In the long run,
the demand shock causes the dollar to appreciate by 5.5 percent against
results,
the yen in real terms. Finally, and in contrast to the U.S.-German
the real dollar-yen exchange rate depreciates in response to a supply shock
that boosts U.S. output relative
theoretical presented above.

to Japanese

output, just as predicted

by the

Tables 7 and 8 present the impulse response results for Britain and
Canada.
For the most part, the results for these two countries are similar
to those we have just discussed in detail for Germany and Japan.
Nominal shocks lead to short-run real depreciation, a rise in U.S. output, and a
jump in U.S. inflation. Demand shocks lead to short- and long-run real appreciation, a temporary rise in U.S. output, and a temporary jump in U.S.
inflation. In Canada, supply shocks boost relative to U.S. output, lower temporarily U.S. inflation, and lead to a short- and long-run real depreciation
of the dollar. In Britain, the results are qualitatively close to those reported
for Germany: a supply shock that boosts U.S. output relative to British is
forecasted to result in a real appreciation of the dollar-sterling exchange rate
in contradiction
to the theoretical model.

6

Concluding

remarks

For two of the four countries we have investigated, Japan and Germany, our
structural VAR estimates imply that nominal shocks explain a substantial
amount of the variance in dollar-DM and dollar-yen real exchange rates. In
particular, we find that more than 41 percent of the unconditional variance of
the change in the dollar-DM real exchange rate, and more than 35 percent of
the variance of the change in the dollar-yen real exchange rate are attributed
to nominal shocks. Expressed in terms of conditional forecasts, we find that
45 percent of the 4-quarter ahead forecast error variance of the log level of the
dollar-DM real exchange rate is attributed to nominal shocks, and that 34
percent of the 4-quarter forecast variance of the log dollar-yen real exchange
rate is attributed to nominal shocks.
For the other two countries

we study, Canada and Britain,
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our structural

U.S.-Japan

Table 6:
Responses to Monetary

Shock

Yt

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
12
16
20

.5656973-02
.7255073-02
.6178223-02
.7104643-02
.518038E-02
.411260E-02
.3156163-02
.2618083-02
.469491E-03
.159367E-04
-.5827593-18
U.S-Japan

.335292tlE-01
.3760193-01
.3939043-01
.3662563-01
.2626173-01
.2267163-01
.1994043-01
.1266873-01
.209572E-02
-.639773E-05

.3365:OE-02
-.1153083-02
.27721 lE-02
.1153273-02
.255423E-02
-.1298273-03
.2009623-02
.1245563-06
-.4236533-03
-.3784853-03

-.542101E-18

-.2615813-03

Responses to Demand Shock

1
2

.360&0E-02
.968059E-03

-.4442:5E-01
-.5587813-01

.4316:8E-02
-.1467713-02

3
4
5
6
7
8
12
16
20

-.6639653-04
.443203E-04
-.1296793-02
-.1741773-02

-.5063373-01
-.5019493-01
-.6503353-01
-.6449403-01

.4310403-03
-.436735E-03
.7201453-03
-.1081573-02

-.1449623-02
-.114340E-02
-.464446E-03
-.77563213-04
.2032883-17

-.6095543-01
-.610114E-01
-.573463E-01
-.551524E-01
-.546982E-01

.1670993-03
-.7967353-03
-.4665673-03
-.2298153-03
-.130661E-03

U.S.-Japan
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
L2
16
20

Responses

.559&7E-02
.741437E-02
.9024113-02
.7708043-02
.8615703-02
.8425083-02
.8878243-02
.868503E-02
.9490213-02
.972002E-02
.9764823-02

to Supply Shock

-.5373!8E-02
.2664483-02
-.9384633-03
.2071253-02
.5092383-02
.4776933-02
.372161E-02
.6741403-02
.1025613-01
.111676E-01
.112756E-01
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-.3840:5E-02
.1215803-02
-.1677593-02
.4585633-03
-.1644773-02
.1004583-02
-.1369803-02
.6116803-03
.5684123-03
.4186093-03
.2857063-03
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U.S.-U.K.

Table 7:
Responses to Monetary

Shock

1
2

Yt
.4808403-02
.3166093-02

.7704:83-02
.7527803-02

.9973:9E-02
.3008973-02

3
4
5
6
7
8
12
16
20

.1362823-02
.2916763-02
.1439933-02
.1106543-02
.5353413-03
.1220963-02
.4869673-03
.1634513-03
.7657183-18

.73971 l E-02
.2507313-02
.1536643-02
.4198413-02
.3250893-02
.2209123-02
.9274093-03
.3292923-03
.116552E-17

.1558823-02

USU.K.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
12
16
20

3
4
5
6
7
8
12
16
20

Responses to Demand Shock

.2291!7E-02
-.1183783-02
-.8805263-03
.3713403-03
-.309913E-03

-.5079:5E-01
-.6425043-01
-.5150513-01
.608221E-01
-.6769933-01

.2732:1 E-02
-.101441E-02
-.199063E-02
-.7324383-03
.2043733-02

-.3521783-03
-.4259073-03
.2304553-03

-.6371473-01
-.6316253-01
-.660344E-01

-.1123323-02
-.1059843-02
-.1928113-03

.6158163-04
.1428183-04
-.7115083-19

-.6596303-01
-.6565863-01
-.6552963-01

-.1058893-04
.6756033-05
.3914203-06

U.S.-U.K.
1
2

.9965633-03
.5679773-02
.1356063-02
.9701663-03
.8364043-03
.5937003-03
.3447393-03
.1885943-03

Responses to Supply Shock

Yt
.1207543-01
.1077283-01
.1065903-01
.8734753-02
.7979123-02
.8271973-02
.8713123-02
.8731883-02
.8485283-02
.8470763-02
.8449583-02

.3652;83-02
-.3178623-02
-.100057E-01
-.186158E-01
-.1473643-01
-.121161E-01
-.1358243-01
-.1420333-01
-.1449113-01
-.1454883-01
-.1460263-01
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-.5456:23-02
.116221E-02
.327326E-03
.2122303-02
.436523E-03
.8312373-04
-.3975463-04
.5422973-03
.2689593-03
.1140853-03
.4802303-04

U.S.-Canadian
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
12
16
20

Table 8:
Responses to Monetary

.4710:2E-02
.2942033-02
.272456E-02
.3402013-02
.219198E-02
.1678473-02
.1306993-02
.1199153-02
.2540913-03
.3319073-04
-.1282413-17

U.S-Canadian
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
12
16
20

.1227?7E-02
.2267033-02
.9013743-03
.5861893-03
.471416E-04
-.468162E-03
-.661851E-03
-.2192543-03
-.202241E-03
-.4795723-04
-.2964623-19
U.S.-Canadian

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
12
16
20

.6338:6E-02
.6602563-02
.703325F02
.6897493-02
.8096193-02
.8461443-02
.8676953-02
.8731783-02
.89641 l E-02
.8881273-02
.882778G02

Qt
.182870E-02
.2383023-02
.8761943-03
.2853303-03
.226414E-02
.8092203-03
.1158783-02
.153429E-02
.274256E-03
.926501E-04
.372694E- 18

Shock

.4295;4E-02
.309247E-03
.205816E-02
.358478E-03
.1358893-02
.579037E-03
.5349173-03
.3791233-03
.846000E-04
-.367252E-05
-.111083E-04

Responses to Demand Shock
-.2100:4E-01
-.199714E-01
-.223537E-01
-.281629E-01
-.233444E-01
-.241551E-01
-.251006E-01
-.2336823-01
-.2451083-01
-.2428363-01
-.242327E-01

.3153:9E-02
-.103200E-02
.605525E-03
-.714914E-03
.241460&04
-.1315303-03
-.287491E-03
-.168712E-03
-.5899843-04
-.214394E-04
-.683498E-06

Responses to Supply Shock
.320;9E-02
.103100E-02
.217623E-02

-.421 l?r317E-02
-.926698E-03
-.399465E-03

.4721653-02
.5117153-02
.5557193-02
.6064273-02
.590716E-02
.6504083-02
.6496083-02
.645971E-02

-.141880E-03
-.299848E-03
-.2469063-03
.119848E-03
.3056293-04
.6465623-04
.3179453-04
.7967763-05
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VAR estimates imply that nominal shocks explain very little of the variance
in real exchange rates. At one level, the reason for these contrasting results
is easy to understand.
Given the information set implied by our structural
model, very little of the change in either the dollar-sterling
or the dollarCanadian real exchange rate is forecastable,
a fact documented with our
nonstructural
Beveridge-Nelson
decompositions.
It follows that our, or any,
structural model that uses this information set will be unable to attribute
much to nominal shocks which can only have a transitory effect on the real
exchange rate. Perhaps a different, or larger, information set would imply
much greater forecastability
in the dollar-sterling
and the dollar-Canadian
real exchange rates. However, it should be noted that achieving identification
with a larger information set might prove to be a daunting. task. We have
not attempted this, and leave this as a topic for future research.
Our findings for the dollar-DM and dollar-yen real exchange rates are
quite consistent with those reported recently in an insightful paper by Eichenbaum and Evans (1992). Eichenbaum and Evans attempt to isolate the innovations in monetary policy using VARs that include either the federal funds
rate or the ratio of nonborrowed to total reserves. Their VARs also include
either a nominal or real exchange rate as well as U.S. and foreign output and
prices. These authors find that from between 13 percent to 42 percent of the
12 - quarter ahead forecast error variance of the log level of the dollar-DM
real exchange rate is attributed to U.S. monetary policy innovations depending upon how they specify the system, and they report that from between 13
to 23 percent of the 12-quarter ahead forecast error variance of the log dollaryen real exchange rate is attributed to U.S. monetary policy innovations.7
As can be seen from our Table 3, our structural VAR approach attributes
28 percent of the 12-quarter ahead forecast error variance of the log level
of the dollar-DM real exchange rate to nominal shocks, and it attributes 15
percent of the 12-quarter ahead forecast error variance of the log dollar-yen
real exchange rate to nominal shocks. Thus, our estimates of the contribution of nominal shocks to explaining the short-run variance in forecasting the
log levels of the dollar-DM and dollar-yen real exchange rates are near the
respective midpoints of the estimates presented in Eichenbaum and Evans
(1992).8
A recent paper by Lastrapes (1992) a 1so uses the Blanchard-Quah
identification strategy to estimate the importance of nominal shocks in explaining
7Eichenbaum
and Evans use monthly data; thus their results are reported for a 36month horizon.
“Eichenbaum
and Evans do not include Canada in their study. They find that innovations to U.S. monetary policy account for from between 11 percent to 26 percent of the
variance in forecasting the log level of the dollar-sterling
exchange rate at a horizon of 36
months. From Table 3, we see that we estimate that less than 1 percent of this variance
is due to nominal shocks.
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the behavior of real exchange rates. Unlike our paper, Lastrapes does not
claim to, and his approach cannot, identify an open-economy macro model
with his structural VAR. He investigates bivariate VARs containing changes
in the log real exchange rate and changes in the log nominal exchange rate.
Thus, his system can only identify two shocks, a “real” and a “nominal”
shock. In particular, his system cannot distinguish between supply and demand shocks. Lastrapes acknowledges that if the world is subject to more
than a single real shock, his identification
strategy is potentially
compromised. Perhaps for this reason, our estimates of the importance of nominal
shocks for the dollar-DM and dollar-yen real exchange rates substantially
exceed those reported in Lastrapes.
For example, whereas we find that 45
percent (34 percent) of the 4-quarter ahead forecast error variance of the
log level of the dollar-DM (dollar-yen) real exchange rate is attributed
to
nominal shocks, Lastrapes only attributes 27 percent (6 percent).
One contribution of this paper has been to demonstrate that the short-run
dynamic responses of relative national outputs, prices, and the real exchange
rate to nominal demand, and, at least for Japan and Canada, supply shocks
are consistent with the predictions of a stochastic, rational expectations
version of the textbook Mundell-Fleming
model. These findings, along with the
variance and historical decompositions
reported above, and the complementary findings reported in Eichenbaum and Evans (1992), suggest to us that
sluggish price adjustment
must be incorporated
into any effort to explain
short-run fluctuations
in real exchange rates (Mussa (1986)).
This being
said we also note that, according to our estimates, real shocks to supply and
demand account for more than 50 percent of the variance in forecasting real
exchange rates, except at short horizons, for the dollar-DM real exchange
rate. Campbell and Clarida (1987) and Stockman (1987) have emphasized
“real” explanations for real exchange-rate
volatility. Our findings do not suggest that these efforts are misplaced. Obviously, real shocks must be present
if we are to believe the many papers that find evidence of a unit root in the
real exchange rate since the collapse of Bretton Woods.
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